
Consumers are now used to quick contactless 
deliveries with flexibility in terms of delivery windows. 
Delivery drivers also need the best app to help them 
deliver with more efficiency.

LogiNext for F&B is an end to end platform to take 
care of all delivery automation needs- right from easy 
integration with existing IT systems to generating trip 
plans through route optimization and communicating 
precise ETAs to the end customers.

LogiNext makes it easy for your operations team to 
get a single screen view of ops along with real time 
tracking of deliveries to achieve business SLAs. 

Introduction

Benefits

Scale-up your
Food &
Beverage
Deliveries
Deliver Smart, Deliver Fast with 
the most comprehensive delivery
automation platform

Auto-allocate orders and generate DRS 
through efficient and easy route optimization 
and trip planning

Keep the end customer updated about order 
delivery ETA at all times with geofence and 
timefence based alerts & notifications

Crowdsource deliveries and manage multiple 
fleets through the Carrier integrations 
marketplace

Increase driver efficiency by incentivising 
them through a gamified experience on the 
driver app

Go-live at the click of a button through an 
extensive API library which seamlessly 
integrates with your existing IT systems

Open new revenue streams from your 
existing resources by enabling service types 
at the click of a button



Smart ETA™
Factor in time of wait time, transit location holidays, route conditions to show a 
precise delivery time to the end customer at the time of placing an order

Smart Route™
Advanced route optimization for efficient trip planning which is great for the business and 
the environment. Reduced distance traveled per delivery translates into quicker deliveries 
and also less fuel usage which reduces GHG emissions along with delivery costs.

Bulk pickup and deliveries
Getting a custom delivery done at the same place? Bulk pickup (multiple items) and 
deliveries can be convenient for the driver to deliver the product with just a single sign 
from the warehouse manager or the place of delivery.

Hotspots
Get the maximum number of orders delivered from your limited resources by assigning 
drivers to areas where demand is more and driver supply is less.

Tracking Links
Trigger delivery time communication links to the end customer in your custom branding

Geofencing
Set location based alerts and notifications to notify operation managers and end customers

ePOD and eSigns
Check and authenticate all deliveries at the point of exchange with secure ePODs and 
eSigns, along with live customer feedback.

LogiNext’s end-to-end platform with highly configurable features and a plug&play 
nature owing to the easy API integrations make it the preferred choice for 
enterprise brands looking to digitize, optimize and automate delivery management 
along with delivering a great customer experience.

Gamified Delivery Driver Management
Turn drivers into entrepreneurs with a gamified leaderboard on the driver app 
to improve delivery driver efficiency

Technical features and capabilities

Why choose LogiNext?

Schedule a demo

LogiNext allows us to significantly strengthen our ability to scale and handle millions of orders. 
It brings a real benefit to the company in terms of profitability and allows us to effectively build a 
competitive advantage

Krystian Kwiatkowski 
Global Franchise Director at AmRest.
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